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How important do you think it is to have a course that asks students to make connections across the various components of the university learning experience?

82% of IE instructors think it is important for undergraduates to take a course that addresses the IE.

Given your most recent experience teaching IE, and your students’ responses to taking the course, how successful do you feel your course was in fulfilling the IE goals?

84% of IE instructors believe their last IE teaching experience was successful in fulfilling the IE goals.

How interested are you in teaching an IE course again?

89% of IE instructors are interested in teaching an IE course again.

To what extent do you feel that your IE course enhances students’ progress toward achieving learning goals specific to their major?

94% of IE instructors say their IE course enhances students’ understanding of the goals specific to their major.

How prepared have your students been to engage effectively in the integrative and reflective thinking that the IE course requires?

More than 2/3 of IE professors believe students are prepared to engage in integrative and reflective thinking.